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WISH HOUSE NEWS #9
Greetings!
WISH HOUSE is the group, sponsored by Japanese, for caring children who have problems,
which were dropped out the school, labored and have no chance to study because of poverty.
Here will be the shelter of the children who have problems and try to protect them temporarily
from their problems.

Ⅰ. Regular classes
From June, as like a public school, we started the new school year and the regular classes. The
classes are from Monday to Saturday. Regular subjects are Math, English, Tagalog and many
kinds of the other classes like sewing, cooking, arts, music etc. Our students are who cannot go
to school because of their economic situation of their family. They are eager to study so much.
Everybody is interested in anything and try them without pause. This makes their ability
spread out and their future will be much wider.

Ⅱ．The kids were back to school
On June, most of our students from last year were back to public schools of Subic. It shows all
children wants to study at school. The 19 of 23 kids were back to school this year. Some of them
were difficult to enter the school, because their parents couldn’t prepare the documents which
were required for application. However, they tried their best and also we talked with the
teachers of their schools. Now, all of them still attend the school without problems.

Ⅲ．With Japanese visitors exchanged their cultures
Through almost all months, Japanese visitors came to our institute and exchanged their
cultures. They played baseball, swam in the pool, calligraphy, stayed at kids’ houses and had
dinner with them, and so on. Their ages were from 6 years old and had a great experience in the
Philippines. All the visitors had fun and they want to come back here again, they said.

Ⅳ．Various types of our students
We have many types of kids.1. We accessed the malnutrition child. We have been supported her
from medical and nutrition side. Some days of a week, she stayed at WISH HOUSE and we
gave her the medicines and feeding. 2. The disable children attend to our class. We tried them
to get the ability which they need in their life. 3. The orphan joined our class. We supported
their school supplies to go school continuously. We try to correspond to their each situation.

Ⅴ. Petition to the Mayor
1. Information; If there are the children who cannot go to school because of poverty in Subic,
we are pleased to know and care them on our institution. We would like you to inform us
the children. We will do our activities under your regulations.
We appreciate with all your cooperation and understandings of our project!!
Reported by YOKO KURAMOTO
Coordinator, NPO GFNP

